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Loop, Clip or TravlaTM!

Slings & Spreaders

NEW
Second generation temperature control



We have designed our latest Allday fabric to offer a safe, effective  
“sit in” sling. The knit has been engineered for pressure relief (it has 
more stretch than most cushion covers) while being strong enough 
to be safe with minimal gusseting.

Now loaded with Omnitherm®, these slings work to maintain a 
more normal temperature, absorbing heat when you get hotter and 
releasing it back when you cool down again.

ALLDAY SLING
  For comfort and 
    active temperature 
       management
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Omnitherm 
microcapsules 
within the threads 
of the fabric

NEW Progressive knit - this new knitting technique produces a fabric 
which encourages moisture to move through the fabric and away from 
the body. All helped by a hygroscopic 20% bamboo mix.

NEW Will in a Poser Anti Spasm sling
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PoserTM GP Sling
Our special cut and fabric orientation ensures 
that the sling stretches in the right direction in the 
right places meaning  maximum comfort for every 
body shape. Special attention is given to minimise 
seams and edges and to give extra support to the 
lower back. Available in Clip, Loop or TravlaTM.

PoserTM Pool Sling
It’s bad enough fitting a sling in water 
without your sling drifting off! Our Pool slings 
have buoyant attachment tags for easy fitting.
Available in Clip, Loop or TravlaTM.

PoserTM Anti Spasm
This popular sling holds the client with hips 
and knees flexed, the chin tucked in and the arms 
centred to help avoid triggering of extensor spasm. 
Available in Clip or Loop.

PoserTM Bathing Sling
Made from a pre softened, easy dry polyester 
mesh, with the same tailored design principles 
as  the Ezyslyde and Allday slings.
Available in Clip, Loop or TravlaTM.

PoserTM HydroGym 
A multi-purpose sling for pool, 
walking and sitting balance. 
See pages 6 & 7 for more details.
Available in Loop.

PoserTM Hygiene HS
Head supporting one piece design with neck 

roll and waist band.
Available in Clip, Loop or TravlaTM.

PoserTM Hygiene
Simple hygiene sling with waist belt.

Available in Clip, Loop or TravlaTM.
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Clips, Loops or Travla?
All Poser slings are available as Clip or Loop slings. 
If you need to use your own sling with both Clip 
and Loop spreader bars, we offer the ‘TravlaTM’ 
Clip and Loop option. Pockets can be added to the 
Loop or TravlaTM to keep things tidy.

PoserTM Spreader bar Our Fabrics
EzeslydeTM

No need to pay for “parachute silk”; this is an 
easier fitting sling with a subtle difference. 
We have knitted our Ezeslyde to be silkier on 
the inside than the outside. This means that 
you can slip it under the user easily but the 
outside offers just enough grip to stop it  
acting like a slide sheet. Silky legs and  
leading edges make things easier still.

CooloverTM

Used in our Allday slings, Coolover has 
similar temperature regulating properties to 
our Symmetrisleep system fabrics, cooling 
you when you get too hot and warming you 
when your skin temperature drops too far.  
As the foams used in many wheelchair 
seating and harnessing systems are highly 
insulating this is the recommended fabric for 
users of special seating. Embedded  
Camomile scent and  bactericide treatment 
keep Coolover slings smelling fresher.

Mesh
Used in our bathing and pool slings as well 
as the Hydro-Gym sling. This is a pre- 
softened mesh which allows free draining 
and air movement when used in standing.

Fed up with specials?
Upgrade to Poser and say goodbye to the hassle and 
cost of ordering and managing special sling stock.

Most specials result from fixed point spreaders not accommodating changes 
in shape as you move between sitting and lying. This ‘Intelligent’ spreader bar has  
variable geometry as standard and self-adjusts to maintain maximum support. 
It eliminates the ‘bunching’ of fabric behind the knees and the ‘crunching’ where 
the bottom starts to be squeezed through the sling aperture. Poser gets you right 
to the back of the chair and positions the pelvis in an upright position without all 
that pushing and shoving.

It’s harder to get it wrong. 
4 clips to fit and you are away -  
no need to choose different loops  
for different lifts.

Poser can be retro-fitted to most quality hoists - 
   please ask for details.

The Poser Spreader bar gets Will right to 
the back of the chair.
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HydroGymTM Slings
Standing-Walking- Swimming-Sitting

Wet or Dry

Our HydroGym sling is great in the pool - Users feel more secure and because this comfortable  
free draining sling stays in place, it is easier to get the swimmer in and out. Users have found that the 
ratio of carers to swimmers can be reduced allowing more hydro time. Handy straps allow  
carers to guide the user through the water.

HydroGym for walking and fall prevention - HydroGym is easy to fit and kinder on the chest. 
Breathable mesh construction.

HydroGym for sitting - Balance training on a physio ball .

HydroGym for transfers
You can use it for transfer into a walker- leave  
it in place so you can use it to get out again.
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ORDERLINES
Call: 01531 635388
Fax: 01531 638059

e-mail: sales@symmetrikit.com
www.symmetrikit.com

Peace of mind for sling owners.
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment  
Regulations (LOLER) state that duties are placed 
on people and companies who own, operate or 
have control over lifting equipment. 
This includes all businesses and organisations whose 
employees use lifting equipment,  whether owned by 
them or not.

LOLER also requires that all equipment used  
for lifting is fit for purpose, appropriate for the task,  
suitably marked and, in many cases, subject to  
statutory periodic thorough examination. BS10535 
(2006) may also apply.

Records must be kept of all thorough examinations 
and any defects found must be reported.

Many companies can test your hoists, however slings 
have often been neglected or taken away for testing. 

Our mobile sling testing service comes to you twice a 
year so you don’t have to do without your slings and 
you will always be fully compliant.

Slings that pass are tagged and logged on our secure 
online database which you can easily access should 
an inspection occur.

Avoid nasty suprises with our 
Sling Maintenance Contracts 
Available with our testing service.  
We can insure your slings so that should 
one fail or should your needs change, 
you can replace individual slings for big 
savings. Contract holders can manage their 
sling costs so there are no nasty shocks and 
get the most out of every sling.


